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Our new vision for a future of art,
faith, and mystery.

Mission & Vision
Introduction

Ours is a contentious time, when social strife of all kinds has driven deep wedges
through the human family. A divided social landscape trains us in mutual suspicion,
caricature, and even demonization of those who think differently. And religion, instead
of being a means of healing, often simply throws fuel on the fire. What might heal our
infected perception of our neighbors?
Literature and the arts invite a diverse world to a common table. They invite us to
explore our life together through a lens of beauty and wonder. The arts get us to pay
attention—to the creation, to the image of God in each person, to the true costs of
evil, to the slow work of redemption. Where tradition has become stale or rote, they
can teach us to see its beauties anew. And where a neighbor seems hard to understand,
imagination can move us toward understanding and true empathy.
There seems no better time for an arts community that sees religion as a starting point
for connection rather than division. No better time for a community like Image. And
we are planning boldly for such a time as this.

What Defines Us

Image fosters both personal and cultural renewal through a revival of the religious
imagination—deepening the cultural engagement of diverse religious communities while
caring for artists and writers of faith, challenging them to aspire to aesthetic excellence
that speaks to shared human hungers.
It achieves this through a suite of programs (including its flagship, Image journal) that
convene and collaborate with others to deepen the wisdom, compassion, and creativity
of religious communities. Our vision is that all may draw more fully on art and the
imagination as agents of cultural transformation and flourishing.
Image is defined by a spirit of confessional hospitality. The mystery of Christ’s
incarnation is at the root of our calling. It is the reason we can invite friends and
strangers to conversations about broken beauty—both the world’s and our own.
Seeking integration in a fractured culture, walking with humility in a time fascinated by
arrogance, we welcome fellow travelers from all backgrounds who also embrace art as
a medium for recognizing and celebrating the paradoxes of being human together. Our
faith shows us the image of God in all human beings, and this vision defines the table we
set.

A Historic Moment at Image
Over thirty years Image has established itself as a leading literary magazine, recognized
and admired in both Christian and secular spheres. It has formed a vast network,
nourished artists, shaped a community over eight thousand strong, helped reawaken the
Christian imagination, and advocated for the role of beauty in human flourishing.
Image has achieved this through great struggle, always fighting to stay sustainable against
overwhelming odds. The hard work of its staff and leadership have not prevented a season
of stagnation—in readership, event attendance, and income. For a variety of reasons, the
incredible potential of Image’s vision and mission have never been fully realized.
Until now.
A New Strategic Chapter
At this historic moment in Image’s life, we have the opportunity to enter a new chapter—one
which renews Image’s presence as a culture-shaping institution and a place that forms and celebrates artists and writers of faith.
Standing on the shoulders of its founder and all those who have contributed to its first thirty
years, Image will undertake a number of strategic activities that will allow it live out its mission in
the fullest way for decades to come. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The recruitment of new senior staff who are leaders in literature and the arts,
organizational and arts program management, and fund development.
The building of our subscription base through an enriched editorial vision shaped by the collaborative work of a dream-team editorial board.
A redesign that honors the high aesthetic standards of the journal’s past and attracts a new
generation of artists and cultural influencers.
The enrichment of current programs and events and addition of strategic new ones.
The launch of a vigorous marketing strategy that will grow our readership and make us
present at (eventually) all festivals and events relevant to our mission.
The achievement of a truly international journal through our presence in a growing number of
English-speaking countries.
A commitment to greater diversity in our contributors, faculty, and community.
A commitment to greater collaboration with relevant organizations, institutions, and people.

Of all the actions that define this new strategic moment at Image, the most critical is the appointment of a new editor in chief and the creation of an active, engaged editorial board. This group
of literary and art minds will work collaboratively to shape and refine our editorial vision, with
section editors addressing our current moment in their respective fields while honoring the core
identity that has made Image so attractive in the first place.
This new editorial strategy is collaborative, diverse, and broad. It will shape and refine our vision,
inform all our programs, broaden our community, expand our network, and send a compelling
message about the capacity of a well-made journal to attract top talent.
We’re delighted to introduce our new editorial team:

Meet Our New Editorial Team
Editor in Chief
James K. A. Smith

James K.A. Smith is professor of
philosophy at Calvin College and has been
editor in chief of Comment magazine for
the past six years. An award-winning author and speaker, his books include Who’s
Afraid of Postmodernism?, Imagining the
Kingdom, and You Are What You Love. He has
written for the Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, Slate, First Things, Christianity Today,
Books & Culture, and The Hedgehog Review.

Executive Editor

Mary Kenagy Mitchell
Mary Kenagy Mitchell began working at
Image in 2000 as managing editor. Her
short stories and essays have appeared in
Image, Good Letters, The Millions, 3 Quarks
Daily, Georgia Review, Beloit Fiction Journal, St
Katherine Review, and Bearings Online. She
lives in Seattle.

Creative Nonfiction Editor
Lauren F. Winner

Lauren F. Winner’s most recent book is The
Dangers of Christian Practice: On Wayward Gifts,
Characteristic Damage, and Sin (Yale). Her
other books include Still: Notes on a Mid-Faith
Crisis and Wearing God (both from
HarperOne). She is associate professor of
Christian spirituality at Duke Divinity School.

Poetry Editor
Shane McCrae

Shane McCrae’s most recent books are
The Gilded Auction Block (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2018) and In the Language of My
Captor (Wesleyan University Press, 2017).
He has received a Lannan Literary Award, a
Whiting Writer’s Award, the Anisfield-Wolf
Book Award, and a fellowship from the
NEA. He teaches at Columbia University
and lives in New York City.

Blog & Podcast Editor
Jessica Mesman

Jessica Mesman is a widely published writer whose book Love and Salt: A Spiritual
Friendship in Letters, co-authored with Amy
Andrews, won the Christopher Award for
“literature that affirms the highest values
of the human spirit.” She founded and
curates the award-winning group blog, Sick
Pilgrim.

Culture Editor
Nick Ripatrazone

Nick writes about poetry, religion, film,
books, culture, and sports for Rolling Stone,
GQ, The Atlantic, Paris Review, Esquire, Literary
Hub, Sewanee Review, Commonweal, Kenyon
Review, America, and other publications.
He is working on a book about faith and
doubt in fiction for Fortress Press.

Fiction and visual arts editors coming soon.

A New Suite of Programs
In the past, the print journal has been the primary onramp to the Image community. In the future,
you’ll see new programs and services (and enhanced old ones) each becoming onramps of their
own—allowing us to identify, nurture, connect with, and advocate for new artists across platforms.
And the following is just the beginning.

2019
The Glen Workshop
The Glen Workshop combines the best elements of a workshop, arts festival, and
conference. In 2019 we will significantly grow this workshop, adding exciting new classes that will
draw in a greater and more diverse community. More daily morning workshops will allow artists
at all skill levels to develop their craft in a wide variety of genres with nationally acclaimed faculty.
Similarly, morning seminars offer substantive conversations around the arts and faith. Afternoons
and evenings feature a smorgasbord of readings, interviews, concerts, and worship services
incorporating the arts. Amid it all, there are opportunities to share work at open mics, converse
and laugh over good food and drink, seek contemplation and hike the foothills of the Sangre de
Cristo mountains, and explore the rich culture of Santa Fe.
The Glen Online
Classes offered through the Glen Online provide writers the opportunity to hone their craft with
the personal guidance of a highly regarded writer whose work has been featured in Image.You will
see more focus on this valuable and convenient program in the coming year.
Mitchell Prize (New)
The biennial Ross and Davis Mitchell Prize for Faith and Writing honors work by Canadian writers
that provides new access to spiritual experience. Writers of all faith traditions are encouraged to
apply. Poetry and fiction are celebrated in alternating years. Winners are considered for publication
in Image.
Levertov Award
The Levertov Award is given annually to an artist whose work exemplifies a serious and sustained
engagement with faith. The occasion is marked by a reading or performance in Seattle,
co-sponsored by Seattle Pacific University’s English department and Master of Fine Arts in
Creative Writing program. Recent honorees include Carolyn Forché, Richard Rodriguez, and Scott
Cairns.
Milton Fellowship
The Milton Postgraduate Fellowship offers an emerging writer of Christian commitment the opportunity to complete a first book-length manuscript of fiction, poetry, or creative nonfiction. The
fellowship exists to encourage work by writers who seek to animate the Christian imagination,
foster intellectual integrity, and explore the human condition with honesty and compassion.

NYC: 30 (New)
A day-long festival of readings, music, visual art, lectures, and more in celebration of Image’s thirtieth anniversary, featuring artists inspired by the incarnation.

2020

Toronto Festival of Faith & Art (New)
“Diversity is our strength” is the motto of Toronto. Among the most multicultural cities in the
world, it perhaps prefigures the new earth Revelation predicts. And it’s a fitting stage for a citywide
celebration of art—theater, music, literature, dance, multimedia, painting and more—that invites
leading artists from across the Christian tradition to share work informed by their faith.
Bonfire Festival (New)
An exploratory collaboration with St. Stephen’s University of New Brunswick, supporting their
efforts to develop a world-class arts festival for the Maritime states and provinces.
Image Hearth (New)
Three days, two nights, one question: How does your art make you more fully human? Image
Hearth will allow twelve invited artists to discuss the implications of the incarnation for their
work in a beautiful setting that feeds mind, body, and soul. Through these quarterly gatherings,
Image plants the seeds of community and collaboration among faithful artists and invests in their
ongoing development.

2021

Image Forum (New)
The Image Forum in an annual gathering of the Image brain trust, by invitation only. A group of
artists, theologians, academics, and curators will address one question central to the Image mission
for three days each fall, deepening Image’s philosophical moorings and creating a storehouse of
wisdom on art, faith, and praxis that will serve our projects for years to come.
Imago Creative (New)
Imago Creative will be a boutique speakers bureau that curates a select roster of artists and critics
who further a diverse, vital, and daring discourse around mystery, beauty, and faith. Imago Creative
will seek to elevate and support diverse voices via 1) excellent service with minimal overhead
charges, passing as much money along to our artists as possible after covering costs (this both
puts more money in the artist’s pocket and gives them more margin to consider taking lower-paying for organizations whose mission warrants special support) and 2) earmarking any profits for
scholarships and special programs designed to provide access to Image programming for those
from groups traditionally underrepresented in the Image community.

Beyond 2021

The Working Artist Initiative (New)
Located in New York City, the Working Artist Initiative with be both a physical space and an open
invitation to understand artmaking as a spiritual discipline made possible by strong creative habits.
Based on a curriculum developed by veteran writer, editor, and arts instigator Carey Wallace—
and developed in conjunction with her—the Working Artist Initiative will be a lively hub offering
residential artist retreats, workshops (with the potential for online access via the Glen Online),
spiritual direction for artists, weekly dinners, gallery and reading space, as well as administrative
offices and lodging for Image staff.
Image Everywhere (New)
Image Everywhere will provide an infrastructure for conversations and creative engagement with
art in local communities around the world. Working in concert with editorial, marketing, and Imago Creative, Image Everywhere will develop readings/podcast-listening groups, a traveling reading
series, and special events (example: private access to a museum exhibit) in cities large and small
where critical mass is likely. Note: Image Everywhere would lay crucial groundwork for the Image
Biennial, a festival of faith and art hosted in a different city every other year.

An Invitation
Image stands at a historic juncture. In its first thirty years it has established itself as a
highly regarded journal and gathering place for artists and writers of faith, and those
who grapple with faith.
Today we have a unique opportunity to enrich Image’s contribution to artists and
culture. Through the appointment of a new editor in chief, the creation of an active,
engaged, and diverse editorial board, a suite of new and enhanced major programs, and
an ever-expanding community, we will build on our celebrated foundation and attain the
full potential of our original vision.
We invite you to be part of this historic chapter by supporting this renewed
vision. Help us as we build a collaborative and diverse community and extend
Image’s influence to a culture starving for beauty and goodness.

